The Office of Digital Learning, or ODL, supports faculty implementing effective pedagogical strategies and innovative technologies in their online courses. Learn more about what we do below - the services on the left are provided to faculty of UA Online programs, while those on the right are for all university faculty teaching online.

**UA Online Faculty**

- **Instructional Design**
  - The instructional design team is dedicated to the support of faculty in the design and development of active, experiential online learning. Working from articulated learning outcomes, we help faculty plan and implement online courses that are learner-driven, innovative and academically rigorous.

- **Video**
  - From studio shoots to on-location field pieces, our team helps faculty create video that explores concepts within and beyond the classroom, and prompts students to answer driving questions.

- **Graphic Design**
  - Beyond the basic look and feel of courses, our team creates custom imagery and design elements that provide clarity, cohesion and vibrancy to the online experience.

- **Media Production**

- **Interactive Learning objects**
  - The digital learning environment offers unique opportunities for interaction and engagement, and our team leverages a bevy of cutting-edge authoring tools to create learning objects that establish students as creators of knowledge. We utilize applications that adapt and personalize learning for students, and provide faculty with meaningful data on usage and student success.

- **Quality Assurance & Assessment**
  - Our quality process – which encompasses course design, accessibility and copyright – is focused on the Quality Matters model of continuous improvement. You’ll work closely with our quality team to ensure that the course design is clear, engaging and student-centered, and that learners feel supported by the way in which the course is presented.

- **Project Management**
  - The development of fully-online programs requires a diverse group of stakeholders working closely together to bring individual courses to life. As such, our project management services are agile, personalized and focused on achieving quality in both the intricate details and at scale. Strong communication is hallmark to our process as we collaborate and build.

- **Technology Support**
  - Regardless of whether you are designing a UA Online course or an iCourse for main campus students, we offer IT support for several applications available to all faculty of UA. Visit our websites below to learn more about our support of various classroom tech tools, to include online proctoring, visual discussion boards and digital badging.

**All Faculty**

- **Instructional Design**
  - The instructional design team is dedicated to the support of faculty in the design and development of active, experiential online learning. Working from articulated learning outcomes, we help faculty plan and implement online courses that are learner-driven, innovative and academically rigorous.

- **Video**
  - From studio shoots to on-location field pieces, our team helps faculty create video that explores concepts within and beyond the classroom, and prompts students to answer driving questions.

- **Graphic Design**
  - Beyond the basic look and feel of courses, our team creates custom imagery and design elements that provide clarity, cohesion and vibrancy to the online experience.

- **Media Production**

- **Interactive Learning objects**
  - The digital learning environment offers unique opportunities for interaction and engagement, and our team leverages a bevy of cutting-edge authoring tools to create learning objects that establish students as creators of knowledge. We utilize applications that adapt and personalize learning for students, and provide faculty with meaningful data on usage and student success.

- **Quality Assurance & Assessment**
  - Our quality process – which encompasses course design, accessibility and copyright – is focused on the Quality Matters model of continuous improvement. You’ll work closely with our quality team to ensure that the course design is clear, engaging and student-centered, and that learners feel supported by the way in which the course is presented.

- **Project Management**
  - The development of fully-online programs requires a diverse group of stakeholders working closely together to bring individual courses to life. As such, our project management services are agile, personalized and focused on achieving quality in both the intricate details and at scale. Strong communication is hallmark to our process as we collaborate and build.

- **Professional Development**
  - The University is a member of the nationally-recognized Quality Matters (QM) Program in partnership with a statewide consortium of universities and community colleges in Arizona. Our office provides one-on-one consultations and in-depth workshops on the QM process, to include QM’s cornerstone workshop, Applying the Quality Matters Rubric (APPQMR).

---

**Contact us**

odlttools.arizona.edu
odl.arizona.edu